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Dear Readers,

This issue is a special one. It brings forth a bouquet 
of articles telling the story of our society. Leading us 
to places where we rarely go, talking about the 
people who we rarely hear about, showing us 
pictures of those who are at the very edge of our 
society and telling their stories.

The cover story “Behind the curtains of color” by 
Dr. Vivek Muthuramalingam, is a moving account of 
the circus artists, the trapeze, the clown and the 
innumerable people behind daredevil acts. This 
article is the story of these entertainers, their daily 
trials and tribulations and the lives they lead.

Ordinary people can accomplish extraordinary 
things. In fact Gregory Smith is more than just an 
ordinary person. The interview of the month 
features his work with street kids of Brazil. CARF 
(Children At Risk Foundation) started by Gregory in 
1992 has helped rehabilitate many street children 
who would otherwise have slipped into a dangerous 
life. Gregory's interview of how he did it against all 
challenges is truly inspirational.

Sanjay Arora more popularly known as “Sanzen” is 
the Artist of the month. He talks about his spell 
binding images and his photography instincts in this 
issue. 

Akshay Mahajan, a talented photographer and a 
riveting writer takes you through the by lanes and 
gallis of Dharavi in this beautiful article “Dharavi – 
Land of enterprise?” My own memories of Mumbai 
resonated with joy whilst reading this article. 
Mumbai does make people passionate, no doubt. 

Vinay Panjwani's article “Alive!!!” narrates the 
existential struggles of the “Nath” community 
popularly known to us as “Snake Charmers”. He 
traces the common issues these people face and 
asks what is perhaps the least asked question in 
today's India. 

The article by Harish about Nilgiris Railways is the 
perfect foil to lighten our minds and take us through 
an enchanting journey of misty mountains, fragrant 
tea gardens and the bustling hill station of Ooty and 
finally, Rakesh Dhareshwar's interesting article on 
“Extreme Macro” completes this issue of Beyond 
Shotz.
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As I finish writing this editorial, I have no doubt that 
this issue is a path breaking one and gives Beyond 
Shotz its true character. It is about more than 
photographs. It is about the stories, the people and 
the lives we live. 

Hope you enjoy it as much as we had enjoyed 
bringing it to you.

We at Beyond Shotz welcome your support and 
feedback.  Do wr i te  in  your  ma i l s  to  

Vasudevan Srinivasan
Member – Editorial board.

feedback@beyondshotz.com

mailto:feedback@beyondshotz.com
http://www.beyondshotz.com
http://beyondshotz.blogspot.com
http://www.flickr.com/groups/beyondshotz
http://www.flickr.com/photos/sanzen


All views and opinions expressed in this magazine are of the respective authors only. 
The copyright of all the photographs and content featured in this magazine are of their respective owners. The same may 
not be copied or reproduced in any manner whatsoever without the written permission of the respective owners.
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Behind the curtains of color
CIRCUS is fun for all those who see it. Seldom does one think of seeing what 
goes on in the lives of these wonderful artists who perform for your 
enjoyment. Dr. Vivek explores the lives behind the curtains of colors and 
shares his experiences on Beyond Shotz.
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he peppery odour of Elena's mysterious work to smile at us, the row of the 'family tents' 
perfume never failed to bring a smile on where we were made to stop infinite times to 
our faces as we paced towards her little greet them and finally, end up at the back T

tin shack at the far end. We knew that this stage – our work place. We were at the Gemini 
meant a few minutes of welcome break from Circus, one of India's oldest and largest circus 
the shoot and perhaps, another animated establishments. And we were here on a 
conversation with Elena herself on one of those personal assignment.
rare occasions when there was plenty of time to 
spare before her act. 

Well, it had all started a month and half ago 
Inside her tin 'house' it was quite impossible to 

when Clare Arni, a senior photographer and I, 
look straight into her eyes when she talked. 

were discussing the possibility of working on 
The rows of cosmetics so precariously 

theme related to an Indian circus, one of which 
arranged, the shimmering costumes hanging 

was in town recently. We both tremendously 
on a clothesline, the curious memorabilia from 

enjoyed the many ways of the Indian life and 
quaint places on the globe, the wall posters of a 

would jump on any theme that portrayed the 
forest 'dream' and another of lions created an 

vibrancy and uniqueness of this great land. 
incredible collage for the eyes to feast on. I 

The Indian circus, we agreed, was unique 
hardly listened to her when she spoke and I 

enough and the fact that this establishment 
questioned more on the things that I saw than 

was not going to last very long, for many 
on matters I wanted to know about. Elena, it 

reasons better discussed elsewhere, made us 
seemed, in her thick Russian accent and 

look into it as a serious documentary. 
theatrical élan, always had an answer that 
forced me to look at her in awe.

And yes, Mary Ellen Mark had a major part to 
play. Her monumental work on the Indian It had become a sort of a ritual by now. We 
circus has many of us trying to read into her entered the main gate and walked towards the 
work for inspiration. Mary Ellen's approach to left of the tent, spent a few moments at the bird 
this subject, among many, many others, is enclosure with the turkeys and the emus, 
legendary; her rendering of the subtleness and passed by the busy tailors who paused their 

Mary Ellen Mark, an inspiration
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depth of the human emotions of the circus 
artists is astounding. Her works speak of a Getting the permission was no easy task. After 
sublime artist behind the lens and hence, almost a month of convincing the increasingly 
sometimes, it is difficult to classify her style as suspicious proprietor of the Gemini Circus, 
it cunningly treads between fine art and social and after Clare showed him previous work of 

hers, was persistence finally paid off. We documentary at a superlative level. 
planned to shoot for two weeks, visiting the 
circus almost every day. And as we had Mary Ellen's work on the Indian circus was a 
discussed earlier, we tried to divide our time great inspiration to both of us. I had also been 
between the back stage and the living quarters extremely moved by many of Mary Ellen's work 
of the artistes where they were more at home 

on other themes, including the one on the 
and obliging enough to talk to us. 

prostitutes of Kamathipura and her recent 
work on twins, and I was really glad I had an 

But first of all, we needed to study our 
opportunity to work on a theme that she once 

subjects. On the very first day we didn't shoot; 
had. instead we chose to mingle with the audience 

and sat down to watch the performances on 
But Clare and I didn't just want to try our hand the stage. As we observed children in rapt 
at it because Mary Ellen had. We needed a attention, gazing wide eyed at the events 

unfolding in front of them, we realized how cause to work towards; we needed a real 
much the circus meant to an average Indian reason. We discussed quite a lot about the 
child. To my generation, as little kids, going to different facets of the circus life, the people, 
the circus was as quintessential as going to and the animals and finally decided to 
grandma's place for the summer vacations. concentrate on the distinction between the 
The colour, the dazzle, the blaring music, the-artiste on the stage and the one off it. We chose 
larger-than-life animals and the iconic clown 

to highlight the innocence and bleakness of the 
cast an indelible mark on a child's memory. It 

back stage drama that visitors to the circus was an experience quite like none, and we all 
seldom get to observe. And of course, we chose looked forward for the day when our parents 
to do it our own way. would take us to the circus. 

The Permission, an ordeal



Mozambique Youth
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We headed back stage just before the show the musicians created one big extended family. 
ended and found immense possibilities for the Savitha, an artiste from Kerala who performs a 
week's shoot. The evening light shone bicycle act had in fact found her life partner in 
delightfully on the colourful clothes of an Bishnu, a Bengali who is a trapeze artiste. 
assortment of artistes just waiting to enter the They first met each other only as co-artistes 
curtain. The curtain was the divider, the and were soon happily married. They now have 
separator between the glitter and the reality, two little children whom they are immensely 
the wall between the smile and the sigh. The fond of. They just can't wait to finish their act 
events that happened on this side of the at the circus and rush back to their children at 
curtain somehow seemed inordinately the tent. For them, circus is a home away from 
different. There was too much chaos, but an home.
attractive one at that.

But sadly, the circus does have many 
distinctions.

The Gemini circus is very proud of its artistes 
What surprised us over the days we spent 

from the far away Uzbekistan. They are very 
there was that the circus, as an establishment, 

good looking, acrobatic, bold and don't seem to 
was amazingly self sufficient. There were in 

have any reservations in carrying off the tiniest 
house tailors who stitched everything from the 

costume. In fact these 'Russian' artistes, as 
colourful costumes to the huge tents that 

they were referred to by the managers, are an 
sheltered the stage. There were even designers 

integral part of Gemini's arsenal in their 
among them who tried out new attires for the 

attempt to attract the ever decreasing 
artistes every few months or so, to break the 

audience. 
monotony. There were black smiths who 
welded the machinery and the metallic 

“We stay in our own separate quarters”, said paraphernalia that were required for many of 
Elena with a smirk, “we don't stay in tents.” the acts. Cooks colonised a sizeable area at one 
These artistes are lucky as they live in better end to run their kitchens. And of course, the 
conditions than the others. They have their trainers, the managers, the supporting staff, 
own toilets, cook their own food at a separate 

Circus, a circle of life
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kitchen and even have a refrigerator! They their act. It was almost as if they cocooned 
were a group of ten or so, including the themselves from the cruelty of the circus till 
manager, who came down to India after their the time they inevitably had to perform. They 
prospects at the local circuses back home then entered the stage with short skirts, 
looked rather bleak because of competition sleeveless tops and false smiles. And perhaps, 
and age. Elena worked for many years with a strong will to take no notice of the hundreds 
some of the best circuses in Europe before her of pairs of eyes which fell on their naked skin. 
body withered away and forced her to retire. Once the act was over, they quickly ran back 
She is now looks 40. But it was easy to say that stage and put on their house coats again, 
she enjoyed working here. “Its not too much before they slowly walked back to their tents. 
work”, she said, “not like the great Russian 
circus!” At Gemini, Elena still gets a chance to “We have been performing at the circus for 
perform a few simple and uncomplicated acts more than 5 years”, one of the men agreed to 
and shares a generous tin shack with her speak, “this is the only occupation we have 
daughter who performs at Gemini too. “She known.” The circus is like a fortress of security 
does what I used to do when I was young.” to these artistes and although the women 

wouldn't perform in such a manner given a 
choice, they have to perform to earn a living. 
Some of the artistes, especially those from 

The ladies from the north-eastern India and 
Nepal had not visited their native villages for 

Nepal formed a very prominent sub-
months on end. Some of them had met their 

community in the circus. They seldom spoke to 
parents only a year ago.  But they did express 

others, never wandered outside their tents and 
that they were quite happy that the circus gave 

were always camera shy. They were so difficult 
them a livelihood – the only livelihood they 

to us photographers and, other than a few 
knew. 

couples among them the rest exuded a very 
palpable distaste towards the circus. The 
ladies paraded down from the tents to the back 
stage fully wrapped in their house coats and One day curiosity got the better of me as I 
would only remove them a few seconds before travelled back to the location and peeped in to 

see what went on when the circus was moving. 
It was almost a week after it officially closed 
and there were only a few camels and a small 
tent left back. The tin shacks were gone, I could 
see. So were the voices that I was familiar with. 
And there was no trace of Elena's mysterious 
perfume.

Social documentary implies to a report of facts 
pertaining to a socially relevant issue, 
captured through pictures. The foremost and 
the basic requirement to shoot a documentary 
should be a true initiative, a strong and fervent 
feeling towards the subject that one is about to 
shoot. Although I am a just a beginner on this 
subject I can share a few pointers that my 
seniors have tried to teach me. But as with any 
other field of art, a true photographer finds his 
own route to nirvana. 

It is easy to make the mistake of choosing a 
topic too wide in which you might eventually 
feel lost. So, it is important to do your 

The pretty ladies from the North East

One last time 

SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY
AN APPROACH TO THE SUBJECT

Choosing a strong subject
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homework and choose what seems the most shoot on Fuji Velvia 100F slide films and black 
important and appealing part of the subject and whites on Kodak TMax.
and then concentrate on that. Read people's 
perspective on the issue, look at other But remember like I said earlier, these are just 
photographers' work and discuss with people suggestions and may not necessarily apply to 
involved in the subject. But be sure you make everyone interested in documentary because 
your own opinions. the protocol of approach and style vary with 

the kind of documentary and, needless to say, 
the photographer himself.

Try and understand the subject before you 
shoot. If there are people involved in your 
project talk to them, build up a rapport and put 
them at ease. It helps you capture more 

 natural pictures and may get to know the real 
Dr.Vivek M, 27, is an independent issues through them that are being over 
photographer and an 'occasional' writer based looked. Learn to respect their views and the 
in Bangalore primarily occupied with social right to privacy - remember they are people 
documentary and travel photography. He with real feelings first, then photographic 
spent many summers at the Ken School of Art subjects. 
learning fine art and won his first ever fine art 
award at the age of five. He graduated in 
medicine and worked as a resident in the 

Documentary photography is not about just department of Urology at the Manipal hospital 
taking pretty pictures; it is not that easy. It is before he quit to pursue photography as a 
about capturing the right moment that tells a profession.
story. Keep you eyes open for an action that 
exposes a narrativeness, a moment when the “I didn't want to see myself as just another 
right emotion can be frozen or a stillness that doctor” he says, “I never wanted to let go of my 
speaks for itself. You should try and build the creative side, no matter what.” Since 
story with such images gradually. Once you documentary  photography invo lves  
start 'looking', you will also know when to interaction with people in different degrees 
anticipate for such moments. and the fact that this is a more 'influential' field 

due to its potential to have a profound impact 
on people and societies, it was not very difficult 
for Vivek to make a transition. He also enjoys Some of the best critique comes from 
working on medical issues and recently interactions with fellow photographers and 
worked on a project involving patients with journalists. After all, we do seek to evoke a 
Multiple Sclerosis, a type of nerve disorder - feeling, similar to ours, when we display our 
“Being a doctor definitely helps in pictures. So be open to criticisms and learn to 
understanding the subjects better when I am review your own work with a neutral frame of 
doing such documentaries”. mind. Approach a photographer whom you 

appreciate and get suggestions from him/her. 
His inspiration includes the works of David In most cases they will be more accessible than 
Alan Harvey, Raghu Rai, Raghubir Singh, Alex you think they are.
Webb, Paolo Pellegrin and Eugene Richards 
among many others. He now looks up to Clare 
Arni, architectural and travel photographer 

Not very, although a good body that can and Saibal Das, a senior Outlook 
facilitate faster frames per second should be photographer to guide him through his 
an added advantage. Lenses should depend on photography. 
your style and requirement, a good wide angle 
is quite necessary though. I am fan of film, His forth coming projects include a photo-
prime lenses and I like to work with as little essay for a popular travel magazine and a 

documentary on teenage pregnancy in rural equipment as I can. For those of you interested 
India. in the gear that I used for the project here is a 

look:
Email:  
Web: Canon 30v body, Canon 24mm f2.8, Canon 

50mm f1.8, Sigma EX 105mm f2.8. I prefer to 

Approaching people

A brief biography

Capturing pictures that tell a story

Learn to learn

Gear talk, important?

Dr. Vivek M

drvivekm@gmail.com
www.vivekm.com
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Can you tell us a little bit about yourself; personal 
details, where you hail from and what you do for a 
living? 
I am a qualified chartered accountant and based in Delhi . 
For many years i worked as a Tax consultant and carried 
on photography as a hobby. For past I year I have been 
doing mainly travel and photography. 

Your pictures have a distinctive style. How and 
what made you develop this style. 
The style developed on its own, which I think is the case 
with everybody. It comes with ones own sense of 
aesthetics, beauty, vision and imagination. I believe it 
always keeps on evolving and continuous refinement. 

What has been your road map in this wonderful 
world of photography? 
As I mentioned above, I have been doing photography for 
several years. Digital I started about 1 ½ years ago. 
Earlier I used to do painting and sketching also for hobby. 
Its been mainly because of a creative urge and immense 
pleasure which this activity provides me, I have decided 
to pursue it as a whole time vocation. I consider it a 
beginning of the journey with a long road ahead. 

ARTIST OF THE MONTH

Sanzen
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anjay Arora, popularly known as Sanzen is a 
self taught photographer. He is famous for 
those wonderful portraits and rural S

beauties he has captured on his lens. He has 
developed  a signature style of his own and one 
just cannot miss it. Beyond Shotz makes an 
attempt to know the photography instincts of 
this wonderful photographer.

Sanjay Arora
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Your pictures tend to have a lot of rural Most of your travel has been in the 
element. Is there a special reason for northern part of the India. Have you 
this? looked beyond this part of the world 
Not any special reason. But I have been I have been to northern, eastern (Orissa, 
traveling to a lot of unconventional places, Bihar) and western (Rajasthan, Gujarat, 
tribal areas etc. and I love to travel to remote Maharashtra ) parts of India. South I been to 
villages and meet people and try to see and Ooty, Mysore, Bangalore but that was many 
understand their culture first hand by being years ago. I intend to travel to south later this 
with them. That's probably the reason for year. 
predominantly rural pictures. The focus too 
keeps on changing though I'm sure my love You just got your own new studio. Must 
for rural India would never diminish and I'll have been a very happy moment. What 
keep doing my travels in future too. can you say about this? 

Yes, certainly. I hope to do some quality 
creative fine art work. I have certain creative Is there a message you would like to 
ideas which I cant discuss at this point of time provide to those budding professional 

who want to choose photography as a but I will pursue in due course. 
career? 
Learning by doing more and more – no You must have been shooting film 
amount of theory/ knowledge (though it is of earlier. What can you say about the 
utmost importance) can match the real work digital photography as compared to 
done on ground. film? Is film going to disappear like many 
 other primitive inventions? 

As I said earlier, I have been doing film/slides Observe what kind of photography comes 
earlier. Even now, some clients demand naturally and instinctively to you. One can 
work on films. But gradually I believe its going learn much by seeing the work of others, but 
to go down with more advancement in digital for pursuing it as a profession one needs to 
technology and reduced costs. clearly know his own natural/instinctive 
 tendency.  
Your photography has revolved around 

Proper training and knowledge of people and fashion. Have you ever done 
equipment. Proper knowledge of nuances of anything beyond people; like wildlife, 
the business of the particular branch landscapes, art, architecture, etc. 
photography to be pursued.  It needs a Yes, I do all kinds of work including 
proper business strategy in addition to landscapes, architecture, fine art etc. but do 
creativity and art. not post all the pics on flickr. Some of these 

pics can be seen on Flickr. 

A Lingaite School, Sri Sailam
BEYOND - APRIL 2006 - ARTIST OF THE MONTH - SANJAY ARORA (SANZEN)Sh  tz TM
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Have you exhibited your photographs? I have neither participated nor focused much 
Can you tell us about your exhibitions? on this side for the reasons mentioned above 
I participated in a group exhibition by Times Except the Flicky award for best people and 
of India in Delhi from Feb 10 – Feb 12 which portraiture photography 2005. 
included pictures from many renowned 
photographers including Raghu Rai. What has been one memorable moment 
Otherwise, since I have been traveling most of your photography life? There must be 
of the time last year I hardly focused on this something that is heart touching or 
aspect. May be I'll have a solo exhibition spine chilling or adventurous? 

There have been numerous such moments sometime in Oct-Nov. this year. 
but It would be really difficult to pin point 
one. You can take it as every moment when Now tell us about your awards and 

accomplishments. There must be quite one "sees" and clicks is a memorable 
a lot of them. moment. 

FROZEN . FUN. Tiruvanamalai
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You have done a lot of fine art 
photography. How difficult or easy is to 
handle such subjects. 
What is important in such shoots, as per my 
experience, is the trust subject has on the 
photographer. I mean how comfortable 
he/she is with photographer and your own 
sensitivity about how much the subject is 
comfortable with his her body so most of 
time its an understanding between the artist 
and subject about what to expect and to 
what extent from each other a kind of mutual 
respect.
 
Can you tell us if equipment really 
matters for taking good photographs? 
Good and appropriate equipment is 
absolutely essential. It forms the basic 
ingredient of photography and good 
photographs are taken with good 
equipment. No doubt, great photos need 
more than that. But all great photos have to 
be good first. 

What is your view on Photo Journalism? 
Is there a scope for this in India. 
Photo journalism is something that will 
always be there. Photography, all said and 
done is a form of visual communication and 
photojournalism is such an essential part of 
communicating. Scope, I think has gone up 
over the years and will keep on growing with 
so many new entrants in print media, new 
agencies etc. setting up offices/ bureaus in 
India. 
 
Are you a self-thought photographer or 
do you have any gurus/idols? 
I am completely self-taught photographer. I 
learn more by seeing the works of others and 
trying newer techniques which I come to 
know by reading, discussing.

Visit  
to see more pictures from this artist of 
month.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sanzen

INTENSE, Amritsar
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LAUNDRY, Badami
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Arindam Thodekar
http://www.flickr.com/photos/21085231@N00/

Abdul loves Amir Khan, noted Hindi Film Actor.  Friday is his weekly off.  He goes to Mosque for 
Namaaz and then to the local theater hall to see the latest Bollywood Hit. Everybody calls him Chhotu 
here, because he is the youngest in this area of spare parts shops.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/21085231@N00/
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It’s Snowing Again
Keoshi
http://www.flickr.com/photos/keoshi
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Swing
Mukunda
http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukunda/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mukunda/
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Chitwan, Nepal
Dick Verton
http://www.flickr.com/photos/daverton/

Early in the morning. The fog still hangs over the river. The hole atmosphere is very quiet. A magic 
moment 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/daverton/
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Boaz
http://www.flickr.com/photos/boaz/

The Bodi Tribe Hairstyle

http://www.flickr.com/photos/boaz/


A LIGHT IN THE DARK
CHILDREN AT RISK FOUNDATION, BRAZIL

IT TAKES A CONVICTION TO CHANGE LIVES. IT DID TO  TOO. 
 AND BUILT FOR 40 LONG YEARS TO 

. VERY HARD TO IMAGINE ISN’T IT ? HERE IS A  OF A MAN WHO HAS 
LEFT HIS RICHES TO WORK FOR THE  IN THE 

. HE HAS , FOR THE GOOD. HE IS STRUGGLING FOR THEIR RIGHTS 
AND IS . 

GREGORY SMITH HE LEFT 
EVERYTHING HE HAD EARNED SERVE THE POOR AND 
THE NEEDY TRUE STORY

UPLIFTMENT OF THE NEEDY STREETS OF 
BRAZIL CHANGED LIVES

SUCCEEDING



eyond Shotz
CHANGEMAKERB

Gregory

Gregory, can you tell us about CARF, how it 
started, its objectives, the road map etc.

 brings you this amazing 
story of a  and hopes 
that this article opens a new avenue for 

the program that  has formed and paves 
highest standards of living. But then there were 

way to many such ventures across the globe. those common life responsibilities and compromises 
(or should I say impediments) -- job, wife and 
children; always demanding first priority and serving 
a constant supply of good reasons for not doing 
what my mind was set out on doing.    

CARF – The Children At Risk Foundation, is the 
But as with all good things in life, nothing is forever!realization of the idealistic dreams I had as an 

adolescent, living in the Far East way back in the 
After the separation from my partner whom I had sixties and later fortified by numerous travels as a 
shared a good part of my adult life with, those young adult to distant places. But it was only 25 
adolescent dreams would once again give food for years later that those dreams would mature into 
thought. My own kids had already grown up and job-concrete actions. 
wise I was my own boss. By then, I was already well 
known amongst friends and family as a creative I suppose I always knew that those childhood and 
project person, constantly on the verge of some new adolescent experiences, harvested whilst travelling 
project. I guess my childhood nomadic existence had around the world with my parents, would sooner or 
caused a certain restlessness in me that constantly later mark my own trajectory in life. Having been 
sought replenishment. witness to so much inequality and indifference I 

found it difficult to just turn a blind eye to reality 
During my first few years of “freedom” I started a and simply continue living my life of luxury in 
summer project in old Yugoslavia, a kind of holiday Norway, one of the world’s safest countries and 
resort, where I used the profits of my Arts- and 
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I suppose you could say my decisions were a result of 
that famed “crisis”, which most mature men face at 
40; a time for reflection and evaluation of passed 
years, and when important decisions concerning the 
future are to be taken or be rejected. Almost like 
standing in front of some gigantic, fortified door 
waiting to be opened, but a door that many of us 
choose to pass by and leave closed due to all the 
insecurities and consequences opening such a door 
might have on our own “established” and “safe” life.  

A few months after my first visit to Brazil together 
with my son Marcus in 1992, to help a friend 
implement o project for street children in Santos; the 
cold-blooded murder of eight street kids at 
Candelária in Rio de Janeiro made headlines all over 
the world. I decided that it was Brazil’s street kids 
that needed my energy more than anything or 
anyone else and made my move to that country in 

Antiques business in Norway to help some of the 1993, set out on creating a rehabilitation 
drug kids I used to work voluntarily with. After five programme to help just some of the country’s 
years the war broke out there and I lost access to my millions of kids on the streets, the so-called 
home in Croatia, abandoning everything to the Hummingbird Project.
inevitabilities of an unruly society. Although it was 
sad to see much of what I had built up over the years Little did I realize that all the odds would be against 
suddenly destroyed by human egoism, this only me, in a country that seems to care very little about 
strengthened my appetite even more for new their next generation. Nevertheless, 13 years later 
challenges. I’m still here fighting to preserve CARF’s mission in 

Brazil, which is to defend the rights of abandoned 
After lessons learnt in Yugoslavia I decided there street children and other children at risk, offering 
should be no retreat if I were to realize my “final” them a dignified and definitive solution so that they 
project. I felt the time was now ripe to put into may live and grow within a family-oriented context 
action some of those idealistic adolescent dreams of and healthy social environment.
mine, in the hope of helping the underprivileged 
children that I had seen so many of during my 40-
year lifespan but had felt the same helplessness 
towards that most of us feel when faced with such 
challenges. That was back in 1992, when I made the 
then controversial decision to sell out my successful 

No matter how much valuable life experience I’d 
business, my home, all of my earthly possessions, in 

gathered since my adolescent years, trying to 
fact everything connected to a secure lifestyle, to 

envision the challenges and risks such a mission 
invest all my energy and resources in the 

would involve was far beyond the imagination of my 
organization I started called the Children At Risk 

circle of closest friends and family. In fact, it was far 
Foundation - CARF. My actions made peak viewing 

beyond anything my own creative mind could ever 
time on Norwegian Television and aroused not only a 

have conceived. 
great deal of interest but also a lot of confusion 
amongst those who represented the secure lifestyle I 

I can still recall the moment as if it were yesterday; 
was abandoning, amongst many of whom were my 

the surprised look on their faces the evening of my 
friends.

40th birthday celebration, when I broke the news of 

It must have been quite a challenge to take 
such a huge risk; your family must have 
supported you throughout. 
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my controversial decision to “abandon” everything 
I’d built up during 20 years in Norway. More than 300 
friends and family members were gathered in my 
exclusive, 100-year old, arts and antiques 
refurbished home. My birthday cake was a gigantic 
“Piggy Bank” where everyone was invited to make a 
contribution instead of piling me up with new 
material goods which I was already preparing to be 
quit.  

From my closest family, the news was no big deal as 
they were already well acquainted with the 
unimaginable being transformed into reality, no 
matter how much they’d always try to convince me 
otherwise. After having survived so many of my 
earlier initiatives, they had decided this one was fully 
worthy of their support and I still admire my former 
wife and my kids for having shown such solidarity to mean, imagine salmon, striving their way upstream 
the cause, which inevitably had unimaginable to better breeding grounds; three strokes forward -- 
consequences for their own lives too. only to be thrown back two strokes for each new 

attempt. I felt like a very tired Salmon indeed. 
My still healthy, 80-year parents, constantly 
complain about my lack of presence in their own I came to this country a pretty well organized person, 
lives, but they have always supported me since accustomed to planning my days and getting things 
making the move. done. I soon got frustrated trying to achieve too 

many objectives in one day and it wasn’t very long 
Contrary to this, most of my circle of friends had before my long list of chores was diminished to 
great difficulty understanding my decision to resolving one single accomplishment each day. By 
abandon the good life in search of something that nature I’m a very demanding person when it comes 
could only mean certain disaster, but I think that was to achieving qualitative and quantitative results, but 
mainly due to them having difficulties coming to I soon had to come to terms with a more relaxed 
terms with their own life values after me having attitude to such demands and still have difficulty 
rocked the foundations of their “safe” world with accepting the fact. 
such “eccentric” ideas. Nevertheless, most of them 
were present the day I auctioned off the contents of I think the biggest challenge I faced trying to set this 
my home, eager to secure some material memory of up was actually trying to stay alive here, one way or 
our long-lasting relationship and paying a the other. Life has very little value for many people in 
respectable price in the process, all in support of a this country and there are many who stop at nothing 
good cause. The auction was a grand success and if killing helps resolve their little problems. I still 
secured the start capital for CARF’s coming project shudder over the memory of the night my life 
to serve the needs of street children in Brazil.  seemed worthless in the hands of five, heavily armed 
 gunmen, who were fixed on the idea of leaving me as 

some unidentified object on the dirt track leading up 
to our rehabilitation center in the outskirts of São 
Paulo. If ever there was a moment to believe in 
guardian angels, that was the moment, and 
somehow I managed to get out of that situation with 

I think I can safely say that I never imagined that 
my life still in one piece.

setting up a project to help street children could be 
more challenging than running a successful business 

Another attempt on my life by a hired gunmen, was 
in Norway, but the fact of the matter is that I had 

prevented by Ordalina, our community volunteer, 
never ever faced so many challenges in my entire life 

artist, hairdresser and dear friend, who’s been with 
that I would be faced with during my first couple of 

us since the beginnings of our programme and 
years trying to establish our programme in Brazil. I 

What were the biggest challenges that you 
faced in setting this up? And how did you 
overcome them? 
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knows the neighborhood and its peoples like the 
back of her hand, including the hired gunman who 
found it a pretty normal pastime to go around killing 
people he didn’t know, just to earn his living. The day 
I ended up on his “shopping list” we actually met girlfriend put a sudden stop to the many years of 
face-to-face but because Ordalina was by my side, painstaking investment we’d made to give that kid a 
she somehow saved my day (life). Fortunately he was new life.  
imprisoned that very same day for another killing. 
His inmates, one of whom had unresolved business It was a very sad day when I buried Diego, but he was 
with the guy after him having killed a family member neither the first nor the last and I think we will never 
on an earlier occasion, made sure he never knocked overcome the tragic and senseless loss of young lives 
off anyone again. He never left prison alive. in this country.       
overcoming such threats and getting back to a 
normal working day takes a bit of doing and as one 
never really feels quite secure in this line of business, 
one simply has to get accustomed to the fact. There 
are many here who’d prefer we didn’t exist and they 
make sure we feel it. The first kid I rescued from the I still ask myself that question many times each year 
streets in 1993, 11-year old Diego, taught me most of and each time I am faced with the same answer. I 
what I know about the survival game during the five remember how most of my friends would ask me 
years he lived with me. I have much to thank Diego that same question in the beginning: Is it worth it?
for, but tragically he himself was murdered in cold 
blood by thugs only a couple of years ago due to I ask them: How much is a life worth?
some momentary argument he got himself involved Take a look at my pictures, they are not only pictures 
in. Two cowardly shots in the back and a point-blank of children, they are pictures of lives, real lives.
shot in the neck whilst fallen in the arms of his 

It must be very satisfying to see where CARF is 
now…did you ever feel that it was not worth it, 
maybe in the beginning? 
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A young lady visiting Hummingbird the other day 
asked one of my once hardest hit street kids that very 
same question. Eduardo, 20 years old today and a 
proud young man who spends most of his time 
educating dozens of other kids in our programme, 
answered her with a simple explanation: “I was one 
of two kids in a group of 15 who hung out together, 
abandoned on the streets back in the 1990’s. The big 
difference being that my colleague and I were taken 
in under the wings of Hummingbird in 1998 and we 
are the only two of that group still alive today.” 

It is very satisfying to see where our former street 
kids are now and to feel that it has all been 
worthwhile.   

extended families, grandparents, aunties, uncles, 
godparents, etc. As most of these kids were 
reintegrated with families from many different During the initial phases of my research work in São 
regions of this mega city, it has been difficult to keep Paulo, between 1993 and 1994, discovering the 
track of their whereabouts today, but as far as we reasons behind the children who came to the city 
know, between 40–45 are still with their families.                   center to live on the streets and during the 

implementation of our pilot programme for street 
The lack of satisfactory alternatives for rehabilitated children here, I worked with a group of 26 street kids. 
street children has resulted in us concentrating most The valuable knowledge I gained helped me to 
of our work on prevention, aiming at diminishing the construct pathways that would eventually motivate 
flux of at-risk children to the streets and the city some of them to leave the streets, the streets being 
center.  their citadel and toughest “drug” to be rid of. 

Due to limited funding, it has been difficult to tackle By 1996, ten of these had left the streets for good 
larger numbers of abandoned street children and represent the pilot group of rehabilitated 
without supplying and maintaining a stable network children who grew up in my foster home. Now young 
of foster families to integrate them with after their responsible adults, established with their own 
initial phase of rehabilitation. families, some are even working as youth educators 

in our programme today. Tragically, two boys were 
We will only be able to tackle larger numbers once assassinated before reaching adult age due to them 
we have the financial means of supporting such a having gone back home to live with their biological 
network, and even then the numbers would be parents after five years in my home, which also 
limited to recuperating approx. 10 kids each year if proved to us how difficult the process of 
we are to expect positive and long-lasting results. reintegration of former street children with their 
Further expansion would only be possible with local biological parents is. Institutionalization is the only 
and national government involvement, which as far other alternative here in Brazil and one we do not 
as social political priorities in Brazil are concerned; support (neither do the kids). We have since been 
we will probably have to face years before profound seeking opportunities to implement foster homing 
political reforms take place. as a good alternative for rehabilitated street children 

but unfortunately lack the necessary funding to 
realize a large scale 5-year programme to make an 
impact on the authorities in the hope of them 
adopting the idea. 

Normally we would not tackle the rehabilitation of Many street children have since been rehabilitated 
street children above 13 years of age, other than and reintegrated with other members of their 

H o w  m a n y  s t r e e t  c h i l d r e n  h a v e  y o u  
rehabilitated?

What is the age group of the children that you 
consider for rehabilitation?
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those already in the programme from a younger age. 
The earlier the age, the higher are the probabilities of 
succeeding with their rehabilitation and 
reintegration back into society. There are even babies 
on the streets, second-generation street kids 
normally found with their adolescent mothers. These 
need special attention in specific programmes. Older 
kids have usually been on the streets for some years 

The second phase of gathering in takes place at our and are already involved in more advanced criminal 
Hummingbird Arts and Cultural Activity Center, on circles than the younger children. Not that the 
the margins of the Billings reservoir in Eldorado, younger children are any easier to tackle, but all 
Diadema – Greater São Paulo. The rich natural three groupings require different approaches, 
resources combined with an aesthetically pleasing something difficult to combine in a single 
environment where they will meet and intermingle programme.
with many other community children from varying 
social backgrounds and who participate in our However, our Street Migration Prevention 
prevention programme during the week, makes an Programme is directed at any kid between 5 and 21 
impact on the child and creates in them the years of age.   
knowledge of a place to which they would like to 
return.

Thus the process of reintegration already begins in 
this phase due to them being treated simply as “one 
of the kids” and not individually as just a street kid.  

The first phase of our work begins on the streets in 
close contact with the child’s daily environment. The The possibility of expanding the existing 
object is to create permanent and emotional bonds relationships with the child in question in a safe 
with the children characterized by respect for the environment is developed through the many artistic, 
child and a strong belief in the value of human cultural and sporting activities and duties. The 
contact, thus guaranteeing the maintenance of each family and communal atmosphere of our center 
child’s citizenship and the re-establishment of their satisfies the child’s need for bonding and stability 
individual identities. and gives them the opportunity to create bonds 

through positive human contact with other adults 
This process of getting closer takes place through working on the project. All this helps to strengthen 
direct and regular contacts in which the educator the child’s sense of security.
speaks with the children about subjects that might 
interest them: family, life histories, drug abuse, Trips to exciting places of interest combined with 
sexually transmitted diseases and even telling real adventurous experiences all help minimize the 
bedtime stories and giving them first aid and, in this glamour of the false world and slavery of drug abuse 
way, literally having positive physical contact with and street life, and at the same time help restore the 
them, on their premise. child’s self-esteem.

These procedures will offer the children concrete Medical and dental treatment assists not only in 
possibilities for effectively choosing a new way of rescuing the child’s health, but also proves to the 
life; they also nurture in them a desire for this child the accompanying adults’ concern for their 
change. To prove one’s credibility it is important to physical well being.
have continuity throughout this phase by constantly 
keeping in touch with the children at different times This series of activities is made available to the child 
of the day and night, and in any kind of situation from the very first visit to Hummingbird, even 
they happen to find themselves in, either negative or though the child still has the option of returning to 
positive. In short, gaining the confidence of the the streets. In the beginning, the desire to hold onto 
children so as to facilitate the second phase of existing group relationships on the streets still 
gathering in. dominates the mind and body of the child in 

What are the programs that you have for the 
street children?

How do you start this rehabilitation? Do you 
have a team to identify the street kids and 
approach them? 
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question. It is of utmost importance for the child to 
have the possibility of gaining new and positive life 
experiences far from drugs and superficial street 
relationships. It is also important that we do not 
abandon the child at this stage, even when participate each day, divided into different periods; 
constantly running back to the streets. Each new and morning, afternoon and evening, between 08.00am 
positive experience gained during their visits to and 21.30pm. - normally three times per week or 
Hummingbird is taken back to the streets in the more, depending on the number of activities each 
child’s memory and it is only through repeated visits, one participates in. The majority of these are at-risk 
which the child chooses to make, that we will community kids who still live with their families in 
gradually overcome the insecurities felt by that child the  su r round ing  fave l a s  ( shanty )  and  
and consequently win the child’s trust in us and their underprivileged communities.
belief that it is possible to live a better life.    

Of the children in our Street Migration Prevention 
Programme, during the last 8 years, less than 1% gets 
involved with drugs, crime or turn to a life on the 
streets each year, which is an extremely satisfactory  
result. 

Children in the prevention programme are free to 
The percentage for street children is much higher, 

choose whatever activities they feel fit with their 
with an average fall back of approx. 25% during the 

own interests and age group. They will often go 
last decade. I believe this could improve on this if we 

through a period of trial and error to discover this as 
could manage to finance a stable network of well-

many have never had access to such activities as 
structured foster homes in our local community as 

those offered at Hummingbird; Capoeira, football, 
mentioned earlier.  

percussion music, guitar and cavaquinho, theatre 
and circus training, break dance, singing, DJ’ing, 
painting and sculpture, hairdressing, digital access 
and even income generation projects for older 
youth.

Children coming off the streets have an obligatory 
participation in Capoeira, which is our flagship 
programme and our most important tool in the 
recuperation of drug and street dependent kids. We 

The biggest challenge in recuperating street children 
have been involved with Capoeira for the last 13 

is finding the right people who are willing to take on 
years and have discovered how to make use of the 

the heavy personal burdens of such a job, which no 
discipline, structure and positive group atmosphere 

sum of money will ever compensate. Recuperating 
that exists in Capoeira. By practicing regularly, these 

damaged children’s lives is a most complex process 
children gain not only the physical and mental 

and one burdened with sentiments and suffering. 
advantages of this remarkable sporting art, valuable 

There is also much joy but the balance is difficult to 
for coming off drugs, but also, and most important 

achieve.
of all, the advantage of a new positive group identity 
–- and one that is closer to the acceptable norms of 

Contrary to common belief, most street kids have 
society and gradually but securely draws them away 

parents (one or both) and other family members, 
from the false ideals of their street group identity. 

who in most cases are surprisingly cooperative and 
overjoyed with the prospects of their children 
leaving the streets, even if that means not coming 
back home to live with them. Most mothers have 
already gone through a tremendous amount of 
suffering and sleepless nights knowing that their 
kids are abandoned on the streets and feeling total We attend the needs of 600 kids at Hummingbird on 
incapacity to resolve the problem alone or with the a weekly and annual basis. On average 200 kids 

You get children from various age groups. Do 
you decide what they have to study/learn or do 
you let them choose the program?

What was the biggest challenge in this 
rehabilitation program? Did you get enough 
support from the local government, the parents 
of the children and the local authorities? It 
must have been quite challenging to convince 
the kids themselves.

How many kids stay with you throughout? Is 
there a small percentage who go back to the 
streets? 
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deficient public services. In nearly all cases we try to 
recuperate parent/child relationships, but keep them 
at a safe distance for the sake of the child. 

Government participation in our country is “sticky and federal government funding in periods but with 
business” and there exists very little priority in little success due to the interference from ambitious 
government policies to attend the needs of the huge politicians with personal interests. 
number of children abandoned to the streets or 
living in situations of high risk. As most of the world Our motto has always been quality before quantity 
community already knows, Brazil is flooded with and we aim to keep it that way.
constant waves of political corruption including the 
diversion of public funding to private bank accounts Local, judiciary authorities have always been positive 
abroad. Money which otherwise should have been towards The Hummingbird Project and it is thanks to 
used for health, education and sustainable their positive attitude we have been able to attain a 
development. Brazil is no poor country but it suffers certain level of success with our work.
from probably the most extreme social inequality 
and injustice in the world, where most of the The kids themselves are a case apart. To convince 
countries resources are in the hands of the privileged them that there exists life after “death” is no meagre 
few. task, but the fact of the matter is that our job entails 

doing just that. What is the Hummingbird Project 
Our independence as a privately financed NGO has worth to them? How can we prove it? What about 
been important for the innovative development of the future? What..? Where..? Why..? Many questions 
our programme, but there are clear limits as to how needing answers. Today I feel safe that we have the 
effectively we can manage such a programme on recipe for taking children off the streets, 
existing funding without public government recuperating and reintegrating them back into 
spending and participation. We have “tasted” local society. What we don’t have is the safe family 
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structures to prevent them from going back to the 
streets. That’s a million dollar solution, but an 
inevitable one if we are to succeed in reaching our 
aims. 

donations, and a few companies and institutions, but 
the bulk of our income comes from Norwegian 
school children who have raised nearly 60% of our 
funds through their own fund-raising actions of 
solidarity since starting in 1993. 

As a matter of fact, the international Flickr 
We are an extremely cheap programme compared community has also contributed with nearly 
with similar sized programmes in Brazil, mainly due USD$5.000 from its members since Flickr member 
to the fact that I’ve always been very strict and Mylens set up a support group last Christmas. A 
ethical in my economic principles and we’ve never wonderful initiative with incredible potential if Flick 
had surplus of funding to waste. I’m proud of the rites would only believe in the power of such small, 
fact that we get a heck of a lot done for very little united actions (just as the school kids in Norway 
money - on average USD$500 per kid per year. But I have sustained most of our programme since we 
never hide the fact that we could achieve much, started in 1993). 
much more if we had access to more funds. 

CARF has an educational programme in cooperation 
My job is running our programmes in Brazil, whilst I with the schools connected to our project, so-called 
leave fundraising up to my volunteer board of Hummingbird Schools, so that we become a regular 
directors in Norway where our foundation is based. part of their school curriculum, important in terms 
Almost all of our funding comes from Norway; of modern globalization aspects and cultivating 
approx. 500 private citizens paying regular monthly social responsibility. 

 Who are your partners in this? Surely you need 
lot of financial assistance to run such a 
mammoth program. Has the local Government 
helped you in any way?
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Developing an exchange programme between the 
school kids in Norway and kids from Hummingbird 
has been another important aim for CARF and there 
are already some youngsters who have reaped the 
benefits from this new and important life 
experience. 

Government funding has never covered more than 
10% of our running costs here in Brazil, also because 
we have exercised certain restrictions on their 
participation in our programme due to constant 
political instability and the lack of trust and good 
ethics.    

programme. Unfortunately I have not yet succeeded 
in reaching my objectives for various reasons, but I No! Not really. For years we operated a “hidden” set-
still haven’t given up hope.up due to the safety aspects of our work and the 

personal safety of our people, including myself. 
The following year I was also awarded the Melvin Never appearing in public TV programmes or events 
Jones Fellowship, the highest award for dedicated that could draw too much attention to what we were 
humanitarian services by the Lions Clubs doing. Street children were looked upon as the scum 
International Foundation.of this country (and still are) and a problem that had 

been dealt with for many years in a highly 
After several appearances on Brazilian National TV questionable manner. They also form the links in the 
recently, our programme has received some positive chain of criminality and one that is not always 
recognition and was recently awarded the annual popular to remove links from. 
prize from AÇÃO, Globo-TV’s social flagship 
programme, alongside other highly respected Today, death squadrons are more involved with 
organizations in Brazil such as the Ayrton Senna knocking off drug dealers, politicians and whoever 
Foundation. You can see our youth participation in else stands in their way, more so than the killing off 
this TV programme, performing together with the street kids, but for years my popularity here was not 
well-known rapper, Gabriel Pensador in these simple what you might call high ranking amongst those 
v i d e o  t a k e s  b y  o n e  o f  o u r  y o u t h :  who preferred not to admit that this country has a 
www.dai lymotion.com/gerson/video/21558  serious social problem. The last people to recognize 
www.dailymotion.com/gerson/video/21448    the value of my work have been the Brazilians 

themselves. To the contrary, I have had to face far 
Another important participation for us was in the too much adversity and humiliation in order to keep 
popular Globo-TV Sunday entertainment our programme alive and kicking here. 
programme, Faustão, where the following musical 
performance by the kids in our Group Cultural Beija-Today my situation is far better off than it has ever 
Flor scored a hit throughout the country: been, although we still face certain opposition. The 
www.carfweb.net/capoeira/music /valor_negro.mp3 tide turned somewhat after my recognition by the 
We are now at the finishing stages of preparing a organization ASHOKA (www.ashoka.org), the global 
professional video clip and CD recording of this association of social entrepreneurs, operational in 50 
music done here at Hummingbird and to be released countries and a highly respected organization in 
for the public hopefully in June as part of our youth Brazil, where the country has the largest number of 
income generation programme.    Ashoka Fellows (350) of a total of 1500 worldwide. I 

was nominated a Fellow in the year 2000, recognized 
We seldom participate in national competitions for for my innovative approach to the problems facing 
project funding due to the high bureaucratic and street children in Brazil and my proposed solution in 
human costs involved in such processes. We simply the form of an alternative family fostering 

What are the recognitions that you have got? 
Surely there must be quite a lot. 
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don’t have the money or people to invest in such 
things because our structure in Brazil is based on 
resolving the practical work of our programme, 
where we spend 100% of our funds on the children 
and the young people involved with their 
rehabilitation. I’m obviously Sagittarius if you’re still wondering.

I’ve had my fare share of ups and downs in life, 
something I believe is highly essential if one is to take 
on the kind of challenges I’m faced with every day. 
No dancing on roses here -- more like a cactus bed! At the moment our programme is confined to São 
Nevertheless, I would have loved to turn the clock Paulo, where our main objective has yet to be 
back a few times and changed a few things for the realized; the foster families programme for street 
better.children. But as we develop new youth entrepreneurs 

within the project our preventive activities are 
I find life is far too short, wish I could figure out a expanding, multiplying our actions in the 
way of adding a couple of more hours to each day, a surrounding communities, where access to 
couple more days to each month, not to mention the Hummingbird is limited due to distance. During the 
extra month in each year, which might just give me a last 4 years we have formed a team of youth 
little more breathing space as I already use most of entrepreneurs who have now started to implement 
what the traditional calendar year has to offer. I like their own ideas in a favela in the region.
to get things done and hate hanging around doing 
nothing! Going on for 54, I still feel I have more This is probably the most notable impact of our 
energy than most of the youth in our programme, prevention programme and one where we still need 
even if I do work double the hours that most of them to raise enough funding to support their 
do.commendable initiatives in their own communities. 

Up until now this has been done through our so-
I adore art, aesthetics and quality and I hate taking called Capacity Building Scholarships Programme: 
the easy way out of anything. Can’t get enough of http://carfwebnet.blogspot.com/2005/01/whats-
the beautiful things in life, although I’m surrounded our-greatest-wish-for-2005.html  
by material misery and ugliness most of the time, 
living in one of the most impoverished regions in the My future plans have been directed towards Haiti, 
outskirts of this mega city São Paulo. I suppose the one of the world’s poorest countries, where the 
beautiful, spontaneous Brazilian children here and street kids problem is a also a formidable one and 
their abundant ability to smile helps feed my where we believe our youth and their experience 
appetite when all else fails.with art, music, culture and sport in a social context, 

could make quite an impact there.
My work leaves very little room for romance, but I 
was happy to have plenty of that in my earlier life 
together with my former Norwegian partner and 
mother to Marcus and Christine, whom I miss a great 

Apart from what I already shared with you in the deal as distance puts its limits on our togetherness. I 
opening question concerning the history of CARF, I look forward to the day when I can cultivate the 
suppose I could say I’m generally rather tough, romantic side of me once again, even if it means at a 
temperamental and stubborn, yet at the same time ripe old age. I think the more we mature - the 
softhearted and sentimental. I’m full of fire most of wealthier becomes our love life.  
the time, but philosophical and with a good portion 
of my youth idealism still intact, although realistic These last 13 years have taught me the value of 
towards the realities. I’m spiritual but not religious friendships and the amount of time necessary to 
and optimistic with a positive outlook. Aspiring, create new ones. I miss most of mine due to them 
open-minded and intuitive, always planning being on the other side of this planet. Friends in my 
forward with plenty of imagination, honesty and line of business are seldom commodity.
where justice and morality rule the way, finished off 
with a cream topping of generosity. 

Is this confined only to Sao Paulo now? What 
are the future plans of CARF?

 Tell us about yourself, Greg as a person.
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 How and when did you start photography?
As long as I can remember I’ve played around with a 
camera, the first one being one of those ancient 
Kodak box cameras. But as I also play around with a 

of my pictures. As an “artist” though, I do have an eye lot of other creative processes I’ve never really taken 
for aesthetics and I suppose that’s what carries it up photography in a serious way. I’d love to some 
through to an acceptable level when it comes to day, but I’m too involved with all the other things to 
capturing the essence of what it is I want to express concentrate my time on a single pursuit.
from behind the camera lens.

As we are beings in constant evolution, I have always 
I know that a good eye combined with a reasonable looked upon photography as a means of recording 
portion of aesthetics helps make all the difference the past. I still thrive over the memories recorded in 
with any old camera, but I was really thrilled when I the collection of old sepia-colored photos stored in 
got my first decent machine, an Olympus om10 with the antique cake tins at my old parents home. 
a bunch of used lenses. I traveled around India with Whenever I get the chance to browse through them 
two photographer friends who inspired me to take on my seldom visits to England, where they still live 
better shots with this camera. Among those images, happily ever after, I find much joy in the memories. I 
most of which are slides, are some of my best think the images in those biscuit tins have followed 
photographic memories and some day I’ll get round me through life and serve as a reference to the past 
to transferring them into digital images to post on when the memories sometimes fade and we forget 
my Flickr account, where I already have a very small the moments. I often worry about what will become 
selection of street portraits which I scanned from of those photos when my parents are no more.
some paper enlargements from the original slides. 
I’m sure I can improve on them by scanning directly As a kid I played around in the darkroom developing 
from the slides, but that takes another learning my own images, but from what I can remember, I 
process yet to come. wasn’t all that successful at it. I suppose I’ve never 

really taken up photography serious enough to 
Since then, I stuck to a simple automatic Canon understand the ABC’s of it and to the real 
camera, which I’d purchased to make life easy on the professionals, I’m sure that’s pretty obvious in most 
streets, as it was not very healthy running around 
with the om10 in the city center, in the middle of the 
night with many evil eyes on my equipment. Then 
there was a short period with my first digital camera, 
a Canon Powershot S300, which I inherited from one 
of our foreign volunteers before he left for home. A 
wonderful present and one that inspired me to get 
moving once again as it turned out much more 
economic than what I’d been using before, which I 
always had to limit due to the high cost of 
developing and printing.

I suppose that was what really sparked off my 
interest once again and then with the birth of my 
Flickr account, I got hooked. No better place for 
sharing the information about our programmes and 
no better way to say it than with photos. That’s when 
I managed to inspire the generous gift offered to me 
by a Scandinavian Bank that was about to donate 
new computers for our office in Norway last year. 
Suddenly I received the most fabulous Christmas 
present I could wish for at that moment; a sparkling 
new Canon EOS 20D with three of the most 
wonderful lenses one could dream of.
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I suppose that’s when I started to take up this game 
in a slightly more serious manner, although I’m still 
on automatic and JPEG even though I want to move 
on to manual and RAW (it’s that old problem of 
finding enough time to concentrate on things). I 
now realize that the combination of an aesthetic eye 
and a damned good camera makes all the difference 
to the quality of my shots. I’m thoroughly enjoying 
the unlimited creative horizon that lies ahead of me 
with this new camera, not to mention the 100.000 
views these last four months on my Flickr stream.
    

Firstly, what I mentioned in the last question about 
the importance of photos to me as historical records, 

from the streets because constant relapses to their cannot be emphasized enough when it comes to 
old habits will require counter actions by us. Factual, such records in the lives of at-risk children growing 
visual information like photographs and films serve up under very difficult circumstances. I often use my 
that purpose and help them to recall and confirm photos therapeutically with at-risk children, during 
their capacity to break out of the vicious circle they the process of reflection and evaluation of positive 
are imprisoned in.changes to their lives over a period of time. This is 

not much different than the way most of us turn to 
The process of rehabilitation combines a series of the family album to remember days gone by and 
positive experiences to counterbalance the negative changes in our own lives since we were children.
ones on the streets, or in other words, real life versus 
the false life, a battle between the good forces and We often forget, during the passing of time, both the 
the bad, where photography plays an important role good times and the bad times, but most of us from 
in that battle. I can recall many a special moment, the privileged world have been lucky to have 
walking the streets with a photo album under my photographic equipment around to record those 
arm, trying to hunt down runaways from our moments, resulting in a massive accumulation of 
programme. Then sitting down with a glue sniffing photos from the past. Very few of the children we 
runaway in the middle of the streets, browsing work with have such a privilege, meaning that any 
through our photo album together, reflecting over recollection of past life experiences depends very 
all the positive experiences, which they naturally try much on their own capacity to remember. 
to forget when it hurts too much after having gone 
back to the streets; back to their drugs; back to crime For the kids who have lived on the streets, these 
and insecurity; back to the violence and abuse. My experiences are often forced into obscurity once the 
photos confirm a different reality, a world they can process of leaving the streets seriously begins. In 
only imagine in their drugged fantasies but one that many ways they want to forget, on the other hand it 
actually exists and which they have become part of. is incredibly important that they remember those 
The choice to go back to that world is always theirs, past life experiences and can learn to come to terms 
but the photos play an important and convincing with them. Apprehending negative life experiences 
role. from childhood will often result in frustrations for 

them later on in their adult lives. In many of the 
Other street kids who have not yet had the children, heavy drug abuse will cause memory lapse. 
opportunity to leave the streets will always gather Therefore photographing tragic street scenes and 
around and browse in amazement through the situations involving themselves are important 
album, observing their street colleagues in photos records for future reference and continue to be so 
from another world, finding it hard to believe that for many years ahead. 
they could also become part of that world if they 
really desired so. But it is also important to capture the positive 

moments during their recuperation process away 

 How has photography helped you and CARF?
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If I were to walk the streets with my photo album 
under my arm and share the contents with any street 
kid, I would be starting a motivational process in the 
life of that kid, which we don’t have the capacity to 
respond to. Each child taken off the streets, means 
that we must be prepared to take on the battle in (http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/pdf/10.1162/i
their lives for many years to come. That requires far tgg.2006.1.1.80) which in reality represents the new 
more structure than we have today. vision of his rapidly expanding organization.

I tend to agree with George Bernard Shaw who once 
said: “Lack of money is the root of all evil.”            

“Given the results-based power of the 
transformation of the citizen sector, more and more 
local change makers are emerging. Some of these 
learn and later expand the pool of leading social 
entrepreneurs. To the degree they succeed locally, 
they give wings to the entrepreneur whose idea they 
have taken up, they encourage neighbors also to 
become change makers, and they cumulatively build 
the institutions and attitudes that make local 
change making progressively easier and more 
respected. All of which eases the tasks facing the 
next generation of primary pattern-change 
entrepreneurs.

This virtuous cycle catalyzed by leading social 
entrepreneurs and local change makers is the chief 
engine now moving the world toward an “Everyone a 
Change maker” future.”

Investing in and transforming youth has become a 
Our changing world is the result of many concrete 

principle and powerful resource for social 
actions, both positive and negative ones, individual 

entrepreneurs in the Ashoka Network.
or collective, by thoughtful or thoughtless human 
beings. We are the many droplets that make that 
ocean move. We are the many change makers. 

“Roughly two-thirds of the 400-plus youth-focused From my own experience I believe our lives should be 
Ashoka entrepreneurs have learned the same three split into two semesters: Life before 40 and life after 
powerful principles. Because they need human 40. The first 40 years should be used to harvest 
resources to implement their vision and cannot extensive life experiences, love, ethical principles 
realistically get more teachers, they turn to young and understanding, and to master and practice social 
people. That young people are a huge, and in fact skills to benefit ourselves. The second semester 
usually the only significant available human should be used to apply everything life has taught us 
resource is the first insight. The other two follow during the first 40 years, to benefit our surroundings. 
logically: first, the unconventional assumption that In this way we would have an abundance of mature 
young people are or can be competent; and second, and competent human resources to tackle the needs 
the idea that one must transform youth of a constantly changing world. 
communities (e.g., in schools) so that they become 
competent at initiating and organizing, and then Leading social entrepreneur and founder of ASHOKA 
train and reward their young people in these skills. (www.ashoka.org), William Drayton, has written a 
Applying these three principles in hundreds of most interesting paper on Social Entrepreneurship’s 
different ways and across the globe produces ultimate Goal called “Everyone a Change maker” 

Bill says:

There are other countries that need people like 
you...the problem of Street Children exists 
everywhere...what is your message to people of 
those countries?

Bill continues:
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strikingly similar and powerful results: motivated 
students, better academic results, and young people 
who are experiencing being in charge. And a very 
different feel to those schools and programs from 
the moment one walks in.”

I highly recommend this engaging paper for anyone 
dreaming of changing a sad reality to something 
quite different and can only add to this, that people 
should believe more in their own capacity to make 
change or help support others who already believe 
and are transforming dreams to reality.

Alone we are nothing!

Carrying on where I left off in my last sentence, I will 
emphasize the fact that it is equally important that 
others financially support the initiatives and actions 
of those who are willing to go up front and get the 
job done, no matter how small or large their 
participation. I don’t expect everyone to do what I 
did to realize his or her dreams, but I do admit that I 
had expected far more participation from the 
privileged community, who has both the power and 
capacity to support programmes like ours without 
leaving a dent in their own lifestyle.

Can you imagine the frustration I often face when on 
the streets and a kid comes up to me and asks if I can 
take him home with me? I know that a solution is just 
not possible for every child I meet on the streets of 
this mega city because each one means a lifetime 
investment and we too have our limitations.

Last Christmas a support group was set up on Flickr 
called Reach for a Star, created by Mylens (Marília), 
where all the necessary information for making 
donations can be found. I am most grateful for this 
initiative and being the immense global community 
Flickr is, I also realize its incredible potential if we 
could only make the community more aware of their 
communal strength.

Hopefully this article in Beyond Shotz will help, 
emphasizing the fact that Everyone can be a 
Changemaker.

For more information on CARF, please visit 
http://www.carfweb.net/

How can people help CARF? Say, in the form of 
donations, volunteering, etc? 
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Artist Showcase
vinay panjwani

inay Panjwani runs a business of  Photography has always been a serious hobby 
for Vinay. He did a short term course form wooden packaging for exports. He 
NID, Ahmedabad. His first SLR camera was a Vholds an MBA in Marketing and is a 
canon EOS 88. Now he shoots with a Nikon keen enthusiast who is currently practicing 
D50.photography as a religion to convey his 

thoughts and make a difference to the society.
He loves to shoot portraits. Shooting high 
quality visually hard hitting pictures is what he He recently conducted his first solo exhibition 
looks for. He travel to rural areas around “FACE-A-FACE” with his biggest moment in 
Ahmedabad. He works on various social 

life to cherish, when Shri. Raghu Rai came to 
projects / stories which he finds interesting 

inaugurate the exhibition that was recently and feels that these stories can make a 
held in Ahmedabad.  And that wasn't enough, difference to the people in some way or the 
Fawzan hussain was there too on the opening other. He is currently associated with a NGO 

trying to see that these images reach out to day of  the exhibition.  
people for some cause. 

His photography journey took a serious turn 
His favourite photographer is Steve McCury. after he became a member of  Photography 
He loves Fawzan Hussains work too. Club of  Ahmedabad (PCA). The selfless spirit 

to help amongst the members helped him 
He is also a winner (1st Place) of  NPPA-BEST 

tremendously to gain from their experiences of  Photojournalism Awards 2006 (worldwide 
and grow as a photographer. winner in portrait blogs)

http://www.flickr.com/photos/vinay_p/
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vinay panjwani
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Special Feature

- Vinay Panjwani

Endangered art of snake charmers



verytime I drive down from Ahmedabad towards snake-charmers have turned magicians – they learnt 
Sanand, the sight of some roadside settlers always small acts and showed them around to earn their daily Eintrigue me.   To my dismay, there are some two bread. Some even turned beggars. As snake charmers 

hundred odd people living in huts on the Ahmedabad- they would make around Rs.150-200 a day, which came 
Sanand highway. They called it 'Huts', but to me they down to Rs.50 in a day. Along with poverty came the 
were just pieces of rags tied across wooden sticks! I humiliation attached to begging. They were called by 
always wondered as to what these innocent dwellers forest officials to catch snakes, which were found 
were all about! wandering into people's houses, and got 50 to 100 
 rupees as rewards. "The Government has made a law 
One fine day, I gave in to my curiosity and decided to stop banning our occupation, but have they thought of an 
my vehicle and peep into their lives. From their option for us," says one of the snake-charmers.  
appearance they looked like forsaken people trying to  
desperately find a means of livelihood. On further A typical day meant waking early at 6 am. Women 
probing, I discovered they belonged to the traditional prepare the morning meals, while the men gather and 
community of snake-charmers. Known as 'Naths,' they have a small meeting about their topics everyday. 
were all followers of Lord Shiva. Being snake-charmers, I  
tried to look for their flutes and baskets, where they Men leave early in the morning for work in small villages 
generally had their snakes hidden. However, I discovered and towns, on foot.   The children and women wait all 
that the going is not easy for the Naths. As a result of day, bearing the heat for their sole bread earner to come 
wildlife laws, which strictly prohibit any use of wild back with some vegetables, oil and flour for the evening 
animals, this community can no longer use snakes to meal. A good day at work would mean some vegetables 
practise their traditional occupation. Not just wildlife or else it was just thick Chappati with little oil on it.
laws, caste biases and new forms of entertainment have  
rendered the occupation of snake charming as Their huts are built with small sticks. The beds were rock 
redundant. The Naths had to leave their hometown, solid, hay spread across big chunks of stones, something 
Dhangadra, and relocate in a barren piece of land by the that goes beyond one's imagination. "he beds have to be a 
highway near Sanand. bit higher from the ground to avoid insects and snakes. 
 They have a very interesting way to fight the wind. The 
Out of their own villages, life is more difficult now for an naths gauge which way the wind is blowing from and tie a 
average snake-charmer. Rendered without jobs, the piece of cloth on that side of the bed. 
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As I sit with the saperas, I realize that the snake-charmers Switzerland or how will I change my old air-conditioner? 
The Naths had different concerns, much fewer than are fiercely united and protective of their culture. A sad 
what we have or experience everyday.   Their worries story is of a old lady and her husband, both probably over 
did not list 'no food' as their main concern. They were 95 years of age, waiting for their final call.  Their son 
worried if their children would desert them. Of moral abandoned them both one fine morning and left with his 
values. Whatever the issues were, I see them take life as it wife and children to Saurashtra. With no one to look 
comes, they are 'ALIVE' in the true sense. 

after, each family contributed a morsel for them 
 

everyday to make sure the couple survived. While I was 
As I walk away from the community, I am worried about 

covering the story one fine morning I found out, the old the future of this profession. The snake-charmers will 
guy had passed away. The lady was not even in such a find something to survive but will snake-charming as a 
state that she could realize what had happened. With no profession survive in the era of globalisation, wildlife 
one to take the body, the Naths begged and collected conservation and mass entertainment? Their children 

hardly get to see any snakes. They are not exposed to some money to perform the last rites.
 catching snakes as they dread forest officials. They have 
There was another family of a father and his six children. seen their uncles being arrested by the officials. So they 
His daily income was fifty rupees (USD 1.00) per day. assist in either small magic tricks or begging. Will our 
How were they to sustain if there was no earning even children ever get to see this dying tradition? The snake 
for a single day, I wondered. “I haven't thought of that”, charmers have fought with the officials, but the pressure 
he smiled!   Narendar Nath, age 50, has a one-year old from the Central Government is too high. "The art will 
child. His wife is only sixteen years old. Narendar Nath die, sahib," they say. "My child fears snakes already”, says 
divorced his earlier wife and had married her. The new another charmer.  Their children do not learn to play the 
wife would stammer, so he felt he did her a favour in Charmers Flute. Hardly does any child living know how 
getting married to her. She seemed obliged too. Strange! to catch a snake or recognize the type. Little do we 
 realize that snake-charmers, once symbols of the exotic 
As I traversed across various families of snake-charmers, east are today a community in peril. 
my vision towards life has changed. Am I right in cribbing 
that my new handset is getting old, my car needs a new Vinay Panjwani
paint, I haven't seen the Heritage Resort, or checked out Email:  
the new golf club? When do I take my family to 

vrp007@yahoo.com
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amshackle corrugated tin, plywood, The business laws of this land are not 
plastic, pukkah bricks, sheets of applicable in Dharavi. How can they be 
asbestos, sweat, toil, people and applicable to a place that for all legal reasons R

garbage make Dharavi, just like piles of earth, does not exist. Dharavi is beyond our 
sand, clay and other materials make ant hills. traditional India babudom of red tape, licenses, 
Dharavi and many other slums like it are duties, municipal permissions, paperwork and 
nothing but human ant colonies built by taxes. Dharavi is therefore in a sense a "Free 
legions of our urban poor. They are places Economic Zone". The Economist in an article 
which are at same time sombre, moving, joyful suggested that "Dharavi, one of Asia's largest 
and interesting .Push and pull factors, bring slums, covering 220 hectares (530 acres) near 
people from our villages here everyday in the airport, has some 100,000 people producing 
search for something better. They settle here goods worth over $500 million a year." Other 
much to the neglect of our apathetic eyes. But figures suggest a figure twice that amount. The 
under the squalor is great spirit and ingenuity. I real figure is anybody's guess but this just 
went looking for this spirit in this place most confirms one thing Dharavi is less a slum and 
people refer to as 'Asia's largest slum' but I more an unorganised unregulated industrial 
would prefer to call the 'Heart of Mumbai'. estate, a showcase of Indian entrepreneurship.

Land of EntrpriseLand of Entrprise
A look at Dharavi, MumbaiA look at Dharavi, Mumbai

- Akshay Mahajan



away with a monetary feeling of loss to 
another. A short walk away from the Mahim 
crossing lies the place in Dharavi called the 
13th Compound. 

The thirteenth compound is a place unlike any 

other probably in the world. On entering you 

see neatly parked Hero bicycles in a pile to your 

left and large industrial sized used paint cans 

stocked up to the sky on your right. You look 

up and wires criss-cross intersecting the 

cloudless sky. Hammer on metal is a distinct 

sound, a sound that reverberates in the stuffy 

lanes of the compound, as ragged men dressed 

shirt and lungis, set the environ alight with this Welcome to DHARAVI INDUSTRIAL FREE 
metallic jazz, as they bash with heavy metal ECONOMIC ZONE - Mumbai
rods 10 litre tin cans that were once filled with 

cooking oil. The "knic-nackety " sound The sunbeams stream down through the tiny 
holes in the red asbestos roof of the ticket continues as I walk ahead, getting first louder 
counter at Mahim Junction east. The overhead and then softer as I pass more sheds. The 
walkway lies deserted in the afternoon sun, as polishing, beating, cleaning, melting and 
people prefer to use the shorter more burning continues for the 13th Compound is 
dangerous alternative of crossing the tracks. 

where Mumbai's scrap is given a new life and 
The shoe-polishwallah, dressed in a dark navy 

recycled. A man with a huge stack of 
blue uniform, looks up at me hopefully. He 

cardboard, precariously placed on his head, then focuses on my open sandals and looks 

13th Compound

Tin can for recycling
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Bidi (type of cigarette) Breakwhistles from behind me; it was a polite way of 
Raadiwallah on a little bidi break. The telling me to move out of his way. Little boys 

raadiwallahs and kabadiwallahs bring all the carting wheelbarrows filled with small bits of 

scrap they have collected to the 13th compound plastic run by you. The 13th Compound 

recycles everything: cotton scrap, metal scrap, and sell it by the kilo. It's strenuous working 

tins, paper, glass bottles and plastic drums. kilos of scrap to Dharavi from differenct parts 

This brings me to an observation I made during of Bombay.
my trip to Byculla a few months ago .

Recycling Everything.

 "In a city that wastes nothing, everything has a Cooking oil tins being cleaned and recycled. I 

market as long as you are willing to pay asked her how much she gets paid and she told 

something for it. Junk is a word that does not me fifty rupees for a 12 hour day.

exist. If it has a use it will be used to its 

maximum.”

Here are some views from the by lanes of 
Dharavi.

Out of Focus Smiles.
Walk across a foot bridge, over a sludge filled 

canal flowing into the Mithi river, and you are 

in another part of Dharavi. I decided to visit the 

section of Dharavi along the Mahim-Sion Link 

Road. The passages where narrow and not 
Pollution.

more than 4 feet wide for most part of the way Plastic is being recycled and remoulded. 
and at some places a mere 2 feet.Obviously melting plastic will emmit it's share 

of carcogenic gases.
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The sign read , "Genuine 100% Italian Leather 

Not Made In India." That was just an anecdotal 

introduction for the 2 billion dollar Indian 

leather industry which employs over 2 million 

people. If you ask any knowledgeable shopper 

in Mumbai, where do you get the cheapest and 

best quality leather products; they are not 

going say the Oberoi Arcade but Dharavi. If 

you have ever driven down Mahim-Sion Link 

Road I am sure you would have noticed the 

gleaming leather showrooms on either side of 

the road, with names like Quality, Step-In, 
The Soap Factory Ideal leather, etc. In their confines you can buy 
Large metal troughs lie on the floor filled with a jackets, wallets, bags, belts and a variety of 
solid bluish green brittle solid. Light skids leather products. These products are mostly 
through the tin roof onto the face of a middle- export rejects or surplus products, produced by 
aged man perched on his haunches as he bends the leather manufacturers of Dharavi. Though 
down with his hands coming down on what officially all the leather tanneries have 
appears to be an agglomerate of used soap. He supposedly been shifted to Deonar smaller 
notices the stranger in his midst and smiles, his tanneries still persist in Dharavi. I found one of 
face glowing with sweat but yet he continues these tanneries during my visit.
with a degree of automation. Behind me boils 

an industrial sized vat of molten soap as Shades of Grey
another worker stirs the giant cauldron with a Inamullah, is a stumpy man in his late fifties, 

with a jovial face, crooked teeth and a receding stick. What is being made here is soap; no not 

silver hair line. He is one of the many daily the face moisturising variety but the coarse 
wage earners, employed in Dharavi for the "kapda-dhone walla" [detergent soap] variety. 
processing of raw hide. The ground is covered Interestingly this soap factory in Dharavi was 
with woolly bloody hides sprinkled with a started by former workers from the Hindustan 
crystalline white substance which appears to Lever Ltd (HLL) soap factory in Sewri which 
be salt. Inamullah picks up one of the leather closed down due to labour issues. They started 
hides and tells me, "Each week we get hides making soap (very similar to the HLL Soap) to 
from the slaughter house in Deonar. We first protest the lockout. It sells for about 4 rupees a 
salt then and treat them to remove all the blood 

bar which is less than half of what a branded 
and make them smooth." The pungent smell 

soap costs, giving the soap an assured market 
which disseminates from the open yard 

among the poorer classes. Whenever I think of 
reminds me of formaldehyde at my school bio 

soap I am reminded of this man I met on the 

streets of Mahim who approached me with a 

strange request, "Photograph me if you wish 

but o n one condition. No not money but a bar 

of soap. Why you ask ? I want to wash my face, 

hands and feet so that I can pray". I have my 

photograph and he has his soap.

Tie, Dye & Tailor.
Walking in one of the shopping districts of an 

Italian city I came across a leather boutique 

with the most unusual sign outside it's door. Inamullah

Making Soap.
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lab or the ammonia in crowded public urinals. from Walmart to you you're local kapda 
For the first few seconds the odour grabs you market.
by the throat and it is only a minute or so later 
that you can somewhat bear it. My aversion to It's hard to find an ideal soul in Dharavi, it's a 
the smell causes Inamullah to stop and he cesspool of activity, buzzing with energy and 
continues only when I make eye contact with ingenuity, always fighting, always dreaming 
him again. " We then send them to Chennai and looking to the future. It's then I realised 
where they are processed to become leather. that the only ideal soul in Dharavi was me.
The processed leather is then sent back to 
Dharavi for finishing.” Akshay Mahajan

Email: 
Tailoring factories are another business quiet Web: 
common in Dharavi they supply everyone 

askhaym@gmail.com
 http://trivialmatters.blogspot.com

Hides in Plenty.
Finished hides being loaded on to a truck to Chennai

DYEING Leather.
Finished leather being dyed

Blouses. Green- DYEING - Dharavi.
Blouses at a makeshift garment factroy

www.beyondshotz.com
BRINGING YOU STORIES BEHIND THE PHOTOGRAPHS
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Travel Feature

-Harish ShanthiKumar

NILGIRIS
MOUTAIN RAILWAY

THE STEAM LEGACY
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arving labyrinths through the Blue Mountains, between Mettupalyam and Udhagamandalam. Due to 
the Queen takes us through a colonial odyssey. the thick and then impenetrable tropical forests and vast 
Relentless lush tea gardens, bottomless valleys, mountains, work only began in 1894. It was in 1882 a C

abandoned stations, sweeping bridges, haunting tunnels Swiss Engineer by name M Riggenback proposed the 
echo the sounds of the past colliding with the present. ingenious 'rack' system.
 
Built by the British in the early 19th century, the Nilgiri Attired in hues of blue and green offering its breathtaking 
Mountain Railway (NMR) spirals the Nilgiris in many view, the Nilgiris stands tall. To me, the entire landscape 
stories told and untold looks like an inverted cone.  I'm really looking forward 

to traversing this panorama in the little toy train. From 
It was July 15th, a month before the Indian Independence the plains to the needle above, the eco system is vast, 
day that I started to deliberate about the legacies of the diverse and culturally exclusive. I was about to see it all in 
British rule in India. Having traveled extensively in the a very memorable journey that will remain embedded 
Nilgiris over the past two years, I always felt that there is forever. 
some magic up there in the mountain that can be 
experienced only through traveling back in time. Who My journey started from the small town of Mettupalyam. 
discovered the Nilgiris? What made the British migrate The station as always was abuzz; travelers without 
to these vast landscapes? Who were the natives? reservation were frantically trying to get their foot in. 

The TTE caught up in the hustle of trying to 
Thus began my quest. One of the most evident things accommodate everyone they could. The engineers were 
that I came across was the fact that much of the modern busy with their routine check up and preparation. 
Nilgiris was due to the link between Coimbatore and Thankfully, they are the most relaxed people in this 
Udhagamandalam commonly called Ooty. Unable to whole station. Passengers with reservations were trying 
tolerate the harsh summer heat of the plains, The British to make sense of the windowless compartments, 
started moving up to the hilly and much cooler regions of wooden chairs and just five bogies ahead, the 
Udaghamandalam The only means of transport in 1850s resplendent engine. The shrill warning whistle suspends 
to Udhagamandalam was the humble bullock cart; not this animation, but only for a quick moment and then 
enough to bear the brunt of all the essentials of the we're off. The still silence post the whistle echoes in my 
migrating British. In 1854, a 46 Km track was proposed heart and brings momentary solitude and serenity. 
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I look back to find the entire place covered in smoke. informed first time travelers revealing their journey.
The vanishing spiral of smoke exposes the Queen, filled 
with pride of having survived the tests of time. She sways With abundant pepper salt smoke contrasting the 
to her own chuggy and crackling tunes providing the ferocious green, we snake out into the spectacular 
background music for the rest of the journey above the Adderley Viaduct, Also called Bridge #25, made 
mountains. The local children in all their innocence and immortal by the Bollywood song “Chaiya Chaiya”. The 
simplicity always wave us off with delight. The townscape train quivers through this bridge offering stunning views 
is quickly transfigured as we approach the bridge across of sparkling mountain streams and the valley below. The 
the river Bhavani. Bhavani is the tributary of the river train takes a sweeping curve as she crosses the bridge. 
Cauvery that flows across Tamil Nadu and Kerala. This is a vantage point to witness the whole length of the 

train with her proud plumes of smoke, the tunnel that 
In no time we're out in the fertile rice fields and fast she emerges from, the tropical foliage and the awestruck 
approaching the foothills of the Blue Mountains. We passengers gaping out into this surreal world. This marks 
head toward our first station Kallar. Kallar marks the the beginning of the thick tropical forests. Dense and 
beginning of the aforementioned ingenious 'Rack' uninhabited, this used to be the home of the Kurumba 
section of the journey. Due to the steep gradient tribe not so long ago.  Elephants, gaur, leopards and 
between Kallar and Coonoor, the train runs on special many species of birds share in The Nilgiris.
'racks' that are laid between the tracks. The racks act as a 
ladder for the rest of the climb, thus preventing the train The silence of the forest is interspersed with brakeman 
from rolling down. The Kallar station also marks the Eshwar's several interesting stories .Eshwar is a very 
boundary between man and the wild. passionate person who loves his job. Twenty Five years 

of service in the same train, his intimate knowledge of 
There's a sense of unrest and excitement as we depart every bridge, tunnel and foliage is legendary. Stories of 
Kallar. I knew that the gradient and the engulfing floods, accidents, film recordings such as Dil Se and 
breathtaking tropical scenery were just within reach.  elephants in their track stopping migration scintillate in 
Ancient rocks, interestingly shaped boulders and pitch my mind in tune with the jagged background music of the 
dark tunnels welcome this wild epos. I am so enraptured train.  For the rest of the journey Eshwar is my guide and 
with scenic beauty; I suddenly realize that I am oblivious his experience is invaluable.
to my co-passengers. I look away from the window to 
find eyes that are equally caught up in the spellbinding We pass through many small natural tunnels. Each tunnel 
magic that is the Nilgiris. . Most of them are well brings out loud cries from the passengers and the echo is 
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deafening. One of the memorable tunnels in this section toll on the engine. The sight of the engine driver filling 
is like a hole in the rock which the train just manages to water against the backdrop of the smoke is magnificent. 
squeeze through. I call this tunnel the “Smoking Pipe”. As After the Queen has had her fill, she's all set for the next 
the engine emerges from this tunnel, the smoke bellows leg of the journey that takes us to even greater heights. . 
out like an explosion in the rock. The blind curves and hollow tunnels expose the vast 

vibrant valley below. The air starts to feel lighter and 
 We are a few minutes away from Adderley. Once a cooler. 
regular stop, now the station is non operational. In fact 
there is no road to this station anymore. By the time I We slowly approach Hill Grove station, which is the 
step down, almost all the passengers are out busy second operational stop. I joined the elbowing crowd 
clicking pictures. I sneak my way through this crowd to swarming at the 'chai' stand for my share of the fast 
have a glimpse at the engine. Apart from this being an vanishing vadas. It was over in no time. The piping hot 
engine refill water stop, it's also a routine mechanical chai and vadas in the thick of Nilgiris, is a refreshing 
check to make sure all the nuts and bolts are in place. experience indeed. 
Climbing the steep gradient of 1:12.5, takes a very heavy 

Raring to go from Hillgrove station.

The Teeth that holds the train from rolling down.



We now steam toward the most scenic part of the the diesel engine replaces the steam engine. I follow the 
journey, the rich tea estates. Runnymede station is the steam engine all the way till her loco shed. The engineers 
launch pad into this piece of heaven.. The station is never rest. Their tireless inspection makes it ready and 
juxtaposed between a nursery and tea estates with a as good as new for the promises of hope and joy of every 
stream running under. single journey. 

Coonoor is very close. Eshwar with great flair covers his I wonder at the spectacular valley and am in awe of the 
mouth and neck with the familiar red and green flags. Queen and her throne The Nilgiris. I have reached my 
Cooling our heels is the ascent into the enveloping jade destination. My journey is forever.
tea gardens. It is a new world.  The open geometric 
green is startling to the shadowy eye; the monotony only You can read about information on how to get there, 
broken by the earnest tea pickers. The green mania ends accommodation, etc., in the coming page. 
with the arrival of a sweeping bridge that leads us from 
the entrails of the wild into the stark reality of everyday I would like to thank my wife Shweta who helped me 
living.. compose the travelogue in an articulated manner.

From here on, there are many small settlements Harish Shanthikumar 
scattered across the Nilgiris. We pull up into the final  
station Coonoor. From Coonoor to Udhagamandala, 

harish@greenroutes.com
www.greenroutes.com
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One can taxi from Coonoor to Mettupalyam to to SUMMARY OF INFORMATION
catch the train at 7:10 a.m.
   
The NMR also decends down the Nilgiris from 4For a colonial experience and cost effective stay, 
Coonoor to Mettupalyam. In my experience the YWCA Guest House is Ideal. One needs to book 
downward journey is not as spectacular as the in advance and can be done by phone. The number 
upward journey. to contact is (0423-2234426). They cook food on 
   request and is an ideal place to stay. This guest 

house is located in upper Coonoor. The rooms 
First Class Reservation: Rs. 142/-here cost between Rs 200-600
Second Class Reservation: Rs. 27/-4Hotel Taj Garden retreat is located in Upper 
 Coonoor and is a dream place. Isolated from the 

mad rush of Ooty, this is a very cosy and colonial 
4Ooty the queen of hill stations in India is just 19 style living. The Bar here is a must visit. (0423-

Kms.2230021). The rooms here cost Rs 2000 onwards.
4Dolphin's nose is 10 Kms from Coonoor. This  

natural rock formation resembles the Dolphin.
4Lamb's rock is around 8Kms from Coonoor on 4Coonoor is  acces ib le by road from 

the way to Dolphin's nose. It offers a spectacular Ooty,Coimbatore and Kotagiri. There are regular 
view of the plains (Mettupalyam) below.buses from any of these towns.

4Laws Falls which is 180ft is about 7 Kms from 4Nearest Airport -> Coimbatore. (100 Kms) 
Coonoor is on the way to Mettupalyam. It is There are daily flights from Bangalore, Chennai 
surrounded by Shola forests.and Trivendrum to Coimbatore.

4The Droog which was Tipu Sultan's outpost is 4The NMR runs from Ooty to Mettupalyam and 
6000 ft in height. One can see the plains from Coonoor is an intermideate stop. Hence, one can 
below and this place is 15 Kms from Coonoor.take the NMR from either of these two stations.

 

June to December7:10 a.m - Departure at Mettupalyam.
The journey in this train during monsoon season is Arrives Coonoor by 10:40 a.m. 
best experienced in person than to be described.

ACCOMMODATION

TRAIN FARE

OTHER PLACES OF INTEREST

HOW TO GET THERE

IDEAL TIME TO VISITTRAIN TIMINGS
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acro Photography is one of most The day I procured a 50mm lens f/1.8, the results 
interesting types of photography and it got better and better. This along with my gear, a Mhas no dearth for subjects as you can D70s has made macro shooting a bit easy.  This 

find them everywhere. I have always been made me understand a few important aspects in 
interested in bugs and insects and my interest in macro photography namely:
this hobby simply paved way for macro 
photography. 1. Always shoot at f/8 or higher always unless 

you want to attain some different results , esp 
Well what is macro photography and what is with flowers.
extreme macro photography? Let me explain this 2. Make sure you use the flash.
in a few simple lines for those beginners who 3. Manual Focus works better than Auto Focus.
want to get into this area of photography. 4. Tele converters increase your working 

distance or increase your magnification at 
Macro photography is about taking close-up the same distance. Eg. A 2X TC will double 
pictures of very small things through the process your working distance at 1:1 or will give a 
of magnification using specialized lenses. (Eg. magnification of 2:1 at the minimum 
Taking a picture of a house fly). focusing distance.

Extreme macro photography deals with taking There are several kinds of equipment for 
pictures even more closer in terms of attaining the desired results. These include:
magnification. (Eg. How about taking a picture 

èUsing macro lens (some manufacturers of an eye of a mosquito ?)
call it a micro), having a long barrel for 

I started my journey in macro with my Nikon N65 close focusing.
and a lone Sigma 28-300 which was my wide A macro lens might be optimized to provide its 
angle, macro, portrait and tele lens all put best performance at a magnification of 1:1. 
together. I bought a few diopter filters and used Some macro lenses like the Canon MP-E 65 mm 
it with the lens to decrease the minimum f/2.8, can achieve even better magnification 
focusing distance. It was a disaster as I was up to 5:1 macro, bringing the structure of 
clueless about the aperture. I also tried putting small insect eyes, snowflakes, and other 
magnifying glass in front of the lens and got all miniscule but detailed objects into striking 
sorts of weird results. focus.

EXTREME

CMA RO
- Rakesh Dhareshwar
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èPlacing an extension tube between the èAttaching a telephoto extender between 
camera body and the lens. the camera body and the lens.
The tube has no glass in it and its sole purpose A 1.4X or 2X TC gives a larger image adding 
is to move the lens farther from the film or macro capabilities. As with an extension tube, 
digital sensor. The farther the lens is, the closer less light will reach the film or sensor, so a 
the focus (and the bigger the magnification). longer exposure time will be needed.
Also, as less light will reach the film/sensor, a 

 longer exposure time will be needed. èUsing a smaller film or sensor.
Placing a film-roll adaptor on a 4×5 view 

èUsing a bellows attachment between the camera can give a macro image. Likewise, 
camera body and the lens to extend the using only the central 1/4 of the area of a 
lens to film plane distance. digital sensor (discarding the outer 3/4 of the 
Similar to an extension tube, but adjustable.

pixels) results in a larger image. Enlarging a 
small portion of a 35 mm negative or slide also èPlacing an auxiliary close-up lens in front 
results in a larger image. Photographers might of the camera's taking lens. 
debate whether this is  true macro Inexpensive screw-in or slip-on attachments 

provide close focusing at very low cost. The photography, but semantics aside, it can result 
quality is variable, with some two-element in a frame-filling photograph that is as large as 
versions being excellent. This method works the original subject.
with cameras that have built-in lenses.
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èReversing the lens using a "reversing achieved). The use of automatic focus is not 
recommended due to the extra weight of the ring". 
reverse-mounted lens. Attempted use of This special adapter attaches to the filter 
automatic focus with this technique could thread on the front of a lens and makes it 
result in damage to the camera or lens.possible to attach the lens in reverse. Excellent 

quality results up to 4x life-size magnification 
using fairly cheap, "standard" (not specially My equipment for macro now is:
designed for macro) lenses can be produced. 1. Nikon D 70.
F o r  c a m e r a s  w i t h  a l l - e l e c t r o n i c  2. Sigma 105 2.8 Macro EX DG .
communications between the lens and the 3. Nikkor 50mm 1.8
camera body such as Canon EOS, reversing 4. Nikon SB600 and SB 800 speed light.
rings are available which allow all camera 5. Cokin filters glued to make a reversing ring 
functions including open aperture metering 6. Tamron 2X, Tamron 1.4X, Kenko 2X and Kenko 
to be used. When used with extension tubes or 1.4X
bellows a relatively cheap but highly versatile 
macro system can be assembled. All dedicated close up photographers either own 

or lust for a macro lens. I bought Sigma 105 2.8 
Macro EX DG around 8 months ago for just under èReversing a lens of lesser focal length in 
USD 400. It has the advantage of offering a near front of a normally mounted lens using a 
perfect performance and gains the close-up very inexpensive "macro coupler," which 
ability just by rotating the lens barrel. With most uses two male filter threads to join 
of the other options you have to attach the lenses.
accessory to do close ups and remove it to go This method allows most cameras to maintain 
back to distant photography. the full function of electronic communication 

with the normally mounted lens for features 
This macro lenses is designed to work at its s u c h  a s  o p e n - a p e r t u r e  m e t e r i n g .  
optimum for close-ups. It delivers a 1:1 life-size Magnification ratio is calculated by dividing 
ratio.the focal length of the normally mounted lens 

by the focal length of the reversed lens (i.e., 
You can hardly go wrong with the choice of a when a 50 mm lens is reverse mounted on a 
macro lens, simply because almost all the true 200 mm lens a 4:1 magnification ratio is 
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macro lenses offered by manufacturers are 
superb. Topping the lists are the Tamron 90mm, 
Sigma 105mm, Canon 100mm, Nikkor 105mm. 

Lens Reversal:
Lots of people use very fast primes reversed onto 
their camera bodies for macro. The lenses are 
typically faster than f/2.8. The downside is very 
low working distance and no control on the lens 
in terms of aperture, etc.

Lens reversal on another lens is used to attain 
magnifications of more than 2:1.

The setup is simple. Camera + macro lens + 
reversed lens.

Focusing is manual and a nightmare. Very 
difficult to photograph live subjects, because any 
shake will lead to soft images and it is very 
difficult to keep the subject stationary.

With a depth of field of around one millimeter 
for precise macro work, camera positioning and 
focus become critical. If you have a good tripod 
and head, you'll find that you have at least 10 
controls to adjust. Each of them will move the 
camera but none of them will move the camera 
along the axis that you care about. That is the 
main reason for people to buy macro-focusing 
rails. These are little rack and pinions capable of 
moving the entire camera/lens assembly forward 
and back. You use the tripod to roughly position 
the camera/lens and the macro rail to do fine 
positioning. 

Use f/8 and above. Make sure that light reaches 
the subject. I use the flash remotely. The reversed 
lens should always be wide open.

I normally do this extreme macro (micro) in the 
setup shown below. I put a 2X TC on my D 70. 
(one can also use extension tubes), the Sigma 105 
2.8 Macro EX DG on the TC and reverse the 50mm 
1.8 onto the macro lens. I either use the SB-800 
(flash) remotely or use the cord.

Go ahead and start shooting. There is nothing 
better than hands on experience. Have fun. 

Rakesh Dhareshwar
rdrakesh@gmail.com
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